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Vessel Boundary Tracking for Intravital Microscopy
Via Multiscale Gradient Vector Flow Snakes
Jinshan Tang, Senior Member, IEEE and Scott T. Acton*, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Due to movement of the specimen, vasodilation,
and intense clutter, the intravital location of a vessel boundary
from video microscopy is a difficult but necessary task in analyzing the mechanics of inflammation and the structure of the
microvasculature. This paper details an active contour model
for vessel boundary detection and tracking. In developing the
method, two innovations are introduced. First, the B-spline model
is combined with the gradient vector flow (GVF) external force.
Second, a multiscale gradient vector flow (MSGVF) is employed
to elude clutter and to reliably localize the vessel boundaries.
Using synthetic experiments and video microscopy obtained via
transillumination of the mouse cremaster muscle, we demonstrate
that the MSGVF approach is superior to the fixed-scale GVF
approach in terms of boundary localization. In each experiment,
the fixed scale approach yielded at least a 50% increase in root
mean squared error over the multiscale approach. In addition to
delineating the vessel boundary so that cells can be detected and
tracked, we demonstrate the boundary location technique enables
automatic blood flow velocity computation in vivo.
Index Terms—Active contour model, B-splines, gradient vector
flow, intravital microscopy, snakes, tracking, vessel boundary detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

UTOMATED tracking of rolling leukocytes (slow moving
white blood cells) in vivo is an important task in measuring
the inflammatory response [1]–[3]. Before individual cells can
be tracked and the corresponding velocities measured, the cells
need to be detected. One of the key steps in automatic cell detection is the delineation of the vessel boundary within which
to search for cells. Accurate delineation of the vessel boundary
decreases the computational cost of searching for cells and also
eliminates false positives outside the vessel boundary. Additionally, the vessel boundaries can also be used to measure the diameter of the vessel, which has important application in microvascular research, such as measuring the mean blood flow velocity
and the wall shear rate [4], [5]. Due to vasodilation, these venule
boundaries are changing on both a spatial and temporal basis.
And, because the images obtained in vivo have poor contrast
and are cluttered and noisy, simple edge detection methods are
not effective in the detection of the vessel boundary. This paper
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tackles vessel boundary detection and tracking using active contour model/snake.
A snake is a parameterized contour [6] that translates and deforms on the image plane according to the strength of the image
edges and the internal properties of the contour such as smoothness. Since the original active contour model was introduced by
Kass et al. [6], the active contour model has been applied successfully in many fields, including medical image segmentation
and tracking [2], [7], [8].
Beginning with the initial parametric snake model [6], there
have been several advances in designing robust snakes for image
analysis. One such advance is the use of gradient vector flow
(GVF) in propelling a snake toward the boundary of an object
[9], [10]. The basic premise of GVF is the use of vector diffusion to create a field of vectors that guide the snake to a particularly strong boundary. GVF snakes have found wide application in different fields. However, the traditional GVF snake [9],
[10] based on the local gradients can be sensitive to noise and
clutter. In order to improve the robustness of vessel wall detection and tracking, a multiscale GVF (MSGVF) snake is developed in this paper. The multiscale model is especially useful for
vessel boundary detection and tracking, as the images obtained
by in vivo imaging are very noisy in many cases.
Another contribution found in this paper is the combination
of the GVF force with the B-spline snake. B-spline snakes have
been successfully applied to tracking problems [11]. B-spline
snakes have several characteristics which make them well suitable for describing vessel boundary as well as snake evolution:
1) The B-spline implicitly incorporates contour smoothness and
avoids the ad hoc tension and rigidity parameters of the traditional GVF snake [12], [13]. 2) Fewer sample points are required
to implement contour evolution for the B-spline, and thus, the
evolution efficiency is improved [13].
In the next section we will introduce our algorithm for vessel
boundary detection and tracking. In this section, we first use
frame differencing to estimate the boundary coarsely, similar to
the method used in [3]. Then, MSGVF snakes are introduced
in order to obtain the accurate location of the vessel boundary.
Experimental results and discussion are presented in Sections III
and IV, respectively. Finally, conclusions are given in Section V.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Data Acquisition System and Data Collection
The image sequences were acquired using an intravital
imaging protocol developed at the University of Virginia. In
the in vivo imaging system, transilluminated observations
were recorded on an intravital microscope (Axioskop; Zeiss,
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Thornwood, NY) with saline immersion objectives (SW
20/0.5 numerical aperture, SW 40/0.75, and SW 63/0.9). A
charge-coupled device camera was connected to the microscope
and to a video recorder to obtain the analog video sequences
of the vessel. The analog video was then digitized to digital
video. When digitizing, the frame rate was set to 30 frames/s.
After digitizing, the image sequence was saved in avi format
on the hard disk of a PC.
The intravital imaging system described above is used to
collect data for our experiments. In the experiments, C57BL/6
wild-type mice were obtained from Jackson Laboratories, Bar
Harbor, ME. All animal experiments were approved by the
institutional animal care and use committee. The cremaster
muscle was prepared for intravital microscopy as described
in [14]. Venules with diameters between 20 and 40
were
observed. For each sequence, 300 frames (
) were used
to test the algorithm.

active contour model discussed in the following section is
applied.
C. MSGVF Snake
In this section, we will first introduce the existing GVF snake
and then describe two improvements to the GVF snake.
1) GVF Snake: Motion of the snake is enacted by minimizing an energy functional that is comprised of internal
and external forces. Representing the position of a snake
, a generic snake energy
parametrically by
functional can be written as [6]
(3)
and
represent the internal energy and the exwhere
ternal forces, respectively. The internal force keeps the active
contour smooth and may be defined as [6]

B. Coarse Detection of Vessel Boundary by Frame Difference
The initial estimation of the vessel boundary position is obtained by the successive frame difference within the video sequence, as in [3]. The frame difference used in this paper is the
accumulated absolute frame differences over several frames. Let
by , the intensity value at
the image size be denoted as
) at the th frame as
; then, the accumulated frame
(
frames starting from the th frame
difference in successive
is defined as
(1)
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(4)
The external energy is application-based and is used for
guiding the active contour toward the image features of interest.
For a typical implementation, the external energy term
can be defined as
, where
is
),
is a 2D Gaussian kernel
the image intensity at (
with standard deviation , and is the gradient operator. We
will instead utilize a gradient vector flow model for the external
force, in order to increase the capture range of the snake.
Variational calculus techniques are employed to minimize the
energy functional in (3), leading to the following Euler equations:

where

(5)
(6)

(2)
)th
is the frame difference between the th frame and the (
must be selected so that one entire respiratory cycle
frame.
must be set such that
is represented. For our murine model,
.
Using the difference obtained by (1), we can find a coarse
segmentation of vessel. However, there are small imperfections
in the coarse segmentation. Generally, an uncertainly of 5–8 m
is typical (which is on the order of a leukocyte diameter). From
the coarse region identified via frame differing, morphological
operators are used [15] to remove spurious pixels, eliminate the
small and thin objects, breaks objects at thin points, and perform
smoothing the boundaries of large objects. Then the connected
component labeling technique [15] is applied to the image and
the largest motion block is retained as the coarse estimation of
the vessel interior. The boundary can be extracted by simply
finding the level lines (the 0–1 boundaries) of the connected
component.
The initial coarse segmentation is used as the initial image
in locating the vessel boundary. As mentioned, the coarse
boundary has flaws due to stationary objects (adherent leukocytes), jitter at the boundary, and clutter. To refine the boundary
and to track the boundary through the video sequence, the

Replacing the external forces (
) (in
),
the and directions, respectively) with a vector field (
we have [9], [10]:
(7)
(8)
The (
) terms at a given position (
) are determined by
descending on the following energy functional [9], [10]

(9)
In (9)
(10)
and
(11)
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Here,
is a positive constant which is used to control the
smoothness of the resulting vector field. The vector field
“guides” the snake to the major boundaries.
The solution to (7)–(8) can be obtained explicitly by the following iteration equation:
(12)
(13)
where in these equations the active contour
is treated as a function of time as well as
.
In digital image processing, the discrete versions of (12)
and (13) are used. Let the contour be discretized into
points/snaxels as (
), for
, and the
collection of the coordinates of the snaxels be denoted by
). Here,
and
.
(
), GVF is used to construct the other
Corresponding to (
two vectors

Thus, the discrete versions of (12) and (13) can be expressed as
follows [16]:
(14)
(15)
where

..

.

and
is defined by the points
lows [17]:

,

,

,

,
and
where
Equation (17) can be written in a compact format [17]:

as fol-

(17)
.

(18)
are the B-spline basis functions.
where
One of the properties of the B-spline is local control [17].
Modification of the position of one control point causes only a
small part of the curve to change. This leads to an effective algorithm for computing the motion of the snake under the influence
of image forces. For vessel delineation and tracking, this local
control is particularly effective, as is demonstrated in the results
shown in Section III.
, where
Let
, be
sample points distributed uniformly around the spline. The corresponding GVF
force computed on these sample points are (
). In the
B-spline snake, we assume that the displacement of each
sample point caused by the snake evolution is proportional to
the force applied at that sample point [17]. Thus, if we denote
the new points corresponding to sample points after evoluation
by
they can be obtained by

(16)

(19)
and
(20)

symmetric pentadiagonal matrix with
,
and
.(
) and (
) are the
) at times and
, respectively. (
values of (
,
) and (
,
) are the
and
at times and
, respecvalues of
tively. To avoid problems small time steps in implementation,
an implicit discretization scheme can be used equivalently [2].
2) Combining GVF With the B-Spline Snake: The traditional
active contour model requires the selection of several parameters. In order to address this shortcoming, a B-spline is used
here to represent the active contour for vessel boundary detection. Because continuity is implicit in the B-spline model,
we do not need to set ad hoc weights for tension and rigidity
(the parametric snake internal smoothness parameters). Besides,
using B-spline to represent the contour, we can employ fewer
points on the contour to implement evolution. In this paper,
the cubic B-spline model is used. Suppose that the active conis a closed curve and
tour
) (where
) are a set of control points, where
(
are points sampled from the active contour by
uniform sampling, then the active contour can be approximated
by cubic curve segments. The th curve segment between
is an

where

. The new sample points
are used to compute new control points using least squares estimation by minimizing [17]
(21)
where

The new control points are used to obtain the new sample points
using (17). These computations are repeated until convergence.
3) Multiscale Gradient Vector Flow (MSGVF) Snake: In
order to make the snake more robust to the noise, small scale
detail and clutter, this paper introduces a MSGVF. The MSGVF
is based on scale space theory.
Scale space theory has found wide application in image processing. The basic idea of scale space theory is concerned with
, of as sethe generation, from a single initial image
, where
appears
quence of simplified images
as increases [18].
to be rougher, coarser version of
From the scale space representation, we can compute the edge
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map and obtain the multiscale edge map of the original image
by
(22)
The multiscale edge map
can be used to compute the
in (9), we obtain the GVF of the
MSGVF. Replacing by
image
in scale by minimizing the following equation:

(23)
The GVF of the image
at scale is then denoted by
). This set of forces is called the
(
.
MSGVF of the image
To obtain MSGVF, we first compute the multiscale representation of the original image. There are many ways to produce
a multiscale representation of the original image. In this apbe the
proach, we use a series of low-pass filters. Let
unit pulse response of a low-pass filter corresponding to scale
. Then
can be obtained by
(24)
Although the Gaussian filter [19] can also be used as the scale
generating mechanism, in which
(25)
we employ average filters [19] for computational simplicity. The
unit pulse response for the average filter at scale is given by
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, use (24) to generate
4. At scale
and use (22) to get
.
5. Perform gradient descent on (23) to ob.
tain the GVF at scale
6. Evolve contour using (19) and
(20), starting from initial samples
. After the evolution
converges, the obtained points are denoted
.
by
7. Using least squares method by minimizing (21) to obtain control points from
. The control
points
points are used to build a new active contour using (17).
8. Reparameterization.
stop. Else set
and pro9. If
ceed to Step 3.
Fig. 1 shows the GVFs of a noisy image in different scales and
a comparison between the multiscale approach and the standard
approach in delineating an object boundary. From synthetic experiments such as the one in Fig. 1, we find that the MSGVF
B-spline snake shows promise for detecting contours in the presence of noise and clutter. Fig. 2 shows the GVFs of a vessel
image block in different scales.
D. Detection and Tracking of Vessel Boundary: Combining
Frame Differencing With the Snake
The detection and tracking of the vessel boundaries are summarized as follows. First, we use the accumulated frame difference to obtain the approximate curve of vessel boundary for
the first frame of the video sequence and use the approximate
curve as the initial snake to implement snake evolution in the
first frame. The evolution of the snake is implemented using
the MSGVF B-spline snake developed in Section II-C. After the
snake has converged, the final contour obtained in the first frame
is used as the initial snake in the second frame and the MSGVF
B-spline snake is used to perform evolution. This processing is
repeated until boundaries of the vessels within all of the frames
are obtained.

(26)
otherwise
is the size of the kernel. Note that the
where
average filter requires
adds and one multiply for a
), while the same computation for a
single result at location (
adds and
(truncated) Gaussian kernel is
multiplies.
Now let us introduce our MSGVF B-spline snake. Suppose
that an -scale GVF is adopted in the evolution, then the algorithm is described as follows:

A. Ground Truth and Evaluation Metric

1. Given a sequence of scales
, where
and
represents the granularity in detail in units
of pixel width. In our implementation of
. (Using a
vessel boundary detection,
finer granularity,
, did not result
in a lower RMSE.)
and initialize the active
2. Let
contour.
3. Sample the active contour every
pixels (typical
), the
obtained sample points denoted by
.

After obtaining the video sequences, we collect ground truth
data for comparison. The average of manually marked boundaries (by several technicians) serves as ground truth in this case.
A sampling of the frames (every 80 frames in this case) in each
sequence is manually processed. For each selected frame (and
from each observer), we obtain two ground truth curves, one
corresponding to the upper vessel boundary and the other corresponding to the lower vessel boundary. The metric adopted
in this paper for comparison is the root mean squared error
(RMSE) in units of micrometers. Let the coordinates of the
points from the curve which fits the vessel boundary obtained
. For the point
by our algorithm are
)(
), we found the corresponding point
(
(
)(
) on the ground truth curves that has

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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Fig. 1. GVF for the original noisy image in different scales and tracking results using MSGVF and GVF, respectively. Notes: For visual need, we enlarged the
GVF vectors of the images and did some sampling. (a) Original noisy image. (b) Scale  = 6. (c) Scale  = 0. (d) Initialization of contour. (e) Delineated by
MSGVF. (f) Delineated by traditional GVF.

Fig. 2.

GVF of an original vessel image block in different scales. (a) Enlarged original vessel block. (b) Scale  = 6. (c) Scale  = 0.

the closest distance from point (
the RMSE is computed as follows:

)(

). Then

(27)
where
(28)
B. Detection and Tracking Results
For each sequence, we first used the method in Section II-B
to obtain the accumulated difference and then used simple edge
detection method to find the coarse estimation of the boundary.
The obtained contour was used as the initial active contour
for detecting vessel boundary within the first frame using the
snake developed in Section II-C. After we computed the vessel
boundary for the first frame, we used it as the initial active
contour for the second frame and used it to detect the vessel
boundary in the second frame. This processing continues until
the boundaries in all of the frames have been detected.
The detection and tracking results of two sequences are
shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. Fig. 3 shows the results
for a “TNF- sequence” and Fig. 4 shows the results for a
“Trauma sequence.” With the trauma sequence, an inflammatory response is induced by the surgical incision used to expose
the venules under observation. For the TNF- sequence, a

cytokine, TNF- (tumor necrosis factor alpha), is used to
stimulate a more pronounced inflammatory response. With the
TNF- sequence, we observe a greater number of rolling leukocytes (higher rolling leukocyte flux), increased vasodilation
(affecting the venule diameter), and slower rolling velocities
for the cells. Thus, the TNF- sequence should provide a
challenging test for the vessel detection and tracking algorithm
given increased clutter and increased vessel dilation. Fig. 3(a)
shows the initial active contour obtained for the first frame and
Fig. 3(b), (c), (d), and (e) shows the detection results in the 1st,
81st, 161st, and 241st frames, respectively. Fig. 4(a)–(d) shows
the detection results in the 1st, 81st, 161st, and 241st frames,
respectively, of the trauma sequence. The number of the control
points was set to be 8. The sample points were obtained every
8 pixels. These numbers were determined empirically.
The size of the largest window to perform average filters were
chosen to be less than one quarter of the diameter of the vessel,
which can be estimated coarsely from the coarse segmentation
of the vessel. In the experiments using the TNF- sequence,
the minimum vessel diameter is approximately 78 in units of
0, 3, 6, 9. In
pixel width, so the scale space utilized scales
the experiments with the trauma sequence, the minimum vessel
diameter is about 47 in units of pixel width, so the scale space
0, 3, 6.
progressed with scales
The RMSE values computed between the ground truth data
and the results obtained by the automated methods are shown in
Table I for the “TNF- sequence” and in Table II for “Trauma
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Fig. 3. Boundary detection results obtained with the proposed algorithm on TNF- sequence. (a) Coarse detection of Vessel Boundary by frame differencing.
(b) Final active contour at the first frame. (c) Final active contour at the 81st frame. (d) Final active contour at the 181st frame. (e) Final active contour at the 241st
frame.

sequence.” Here, we compare the GVF-driven spline snake with
the MSGVF-driven spline snake. From the tables, we can see
that the multiscale method yields lower RMSE values compared
to those of the standard GVF spline snake for both sequences. In
the experiments, the errors were obtained by comparison with
the curve computed by averaging the manual results obtained
by seven technicians.
In addition to computing the RMSE, we also asked the technicians to visually check the detection and tracking results. 10
sequences were used in the visual validation experiments. For
all of the 10 sequences, tracking was successful over all the
) tracking errors given by
frames and there are no large (
the MSGVF-driven B-spline snake. For GVF-driven B-spline
snake, the tracking was successful for only one sequence. For
all the other sequences, the vessel boundary was “lost” during
each sequence.
Besides computing the tracking accuracy, we also computed
the time needed delineate the vessel. The computational cost of

the active contour tracking is proportional to the jitter /movement of the sequence. Due to the increased jitter/movement
in the trauma sequence, the active contour also experiences
increased translational movement to continuously capture the
vessel boundary. Therefore, the trauma sequence has higher
expense performance. The average time needed to delineate
the vessel sequence for the TNF- sequence is 1.5 s per frame
and for trauma sequence, the expense is 3.1 s per frame. These
timing measurements were taken using a 2 GHz Pentium IV
PC with 1 GB of RAM.
C. Application: Automatic Computation of Wall Shear Rate
Using the tracking results of the vessel boundary, we can obtain an automatic computation method of mean blood flow velocity and wall shear rate. We first use the vessel boundary to
find the centerline. For each point on the one boundary of the
vessel, we find a corresponding point on the other boundary that
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Fig. 4. Boundary detection results obtained with the proposed algorithm on the trauma sequence. (a) Final active contour at the first frame. (b) Final active contour
at the 81st frame. (c) Final active contour at the 181st frame. (d) Final active contour at the 241st frame.
TABLE I
RMSE FOR TNF- SEQUENCE

TABLE II
RMSE FOR TRAUMA SEQUENCE

TABLE III
MEAN BLOOD FLOW VELOCITIES COMPUTED IN DIFFERENT EXPERIMENTS FOR A VIDEO SEQUENCE OBTAINED IN VIVO

has the closest distance from this point. For each pair of points,
we compute the midpoint of the line segment connecting them.
The curve constructed by these midpoints is the centerline. The
diameter can be estimated by averaging the distances between
the corresponding pairs of boundary points.

The spatial correlation method developed in [4] is used to
compute the mean blood flow velocity. The estimated values
in different times for an in vivo video sequence are shown in
Table III. The actual blood flow velocity measured by the system
described in [20] is 1 mm/s.
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Fig. 5. Streamline originating from a 64
field.
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2 64 array similar to vessel boundary. (a) Original 64 2 64 array. (b) Traditional potential force field. (c) GVF force

Let the mean blood flow velocity be
rate can be estimated as

, then the wall shear

(32)
where is the vessel diameter and 2.12 is an empirical correction factor based on velocity profiles measured in vivo [5]. The
computation of wall shear rate used the same sequence for the
measuring of the blood flow velocity. The wall shear rate was
was obtained by av746 mm/s. Here, the blood flow velocity
eraging the four velocities in Table III. Without the automated
delineation of the vessel wall boundary, the wall shear rate could
not be computed automatically.
IV. DISCUSSION
GVF has been used as an external force to drive the active
contour to the vessel boundary in this paper. The effectiveness
of the GVF force can be observed from the streamlines (using
the motivating arguments of [9]) shown in Fig. 5. From Fig. 5,
we can find that, compared with the traditional potential forces,
the GVF capture range exceeds that of the traditional gradientbased external force model. This property is especially useful

for vessel boundary tracking as the initialization of the snake
(from frame averaging) may be distant from the real boundary
due to jitter.
However, because of the noise, the snake based on a singlescale GVF is not robust. In order to enhance the robustness of
traditional GVF, MSGVF is introduced to drive the snake. In
MSGVF, the first step is the computation of the multiscale edge
map. There are many ways to obtain the multiscale edge map
and we employed a succession of average filters of increasing
scale. These filters approximate a Gaussian scale space [21]. Although Gaussian filters can be used to obtain the multiscale edge
map [18], the results from using the more expensive Gaussian
filter instead of the average filter were not significantly improved (the difference in RMSE was less than 0.1 m).
With the GVF snake (14)–(15), the choice of the tension and
rigidity parameters is very important. However, there are not
general methods to perform this parameter estimation. The combining of B-snake and GVF snake can solve this problem. In the
new algorithm, the smoothness is implicitly built into the model
and avoids the ad hoc tension and rigidity parameters of the
traditional GVF snakes. The second advantage is that the proposed snakes combing B-spline and GVF uses much less points
to perform evolution than traditional GVF snakes and, thus, it
improves the evolution velocity.
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V. CONCLUSION
This paper studies vessel boundary detection and tracking
from intravital imaging of the microvasculature. Because
intravital imaging is not ideal and the images obtained are
typically cluttered, the traditional techniques such as simple
edge detection are not effective in the detection of the vessel
boundary. This paper proposes a novel vessel boundary detection and tracking algorithm. Our algorithm uses a MSGVF
snake. We have compared our algorithm with the traditional
GVF snake on both synthetic images and real microscopic
images obtained in vivo. Experiments show that the MSGVF
snakes reduces the RMSE yielded by the fixed-scale GVF
snake. In turn, the success of automated vessel boundary
detection enables automatic computation of wall shear rate.
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